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echarge Reactor is the foundation for several of our upcoming features,
allowing us to leverage the passive yield feature into a powerful, dynamic
pool. Rather than lose tokens to a blackhole, the reactor can, by community

vote, direct the immense yield into multiple contracts to create profitable new uses or
entice liquidity to new markets and blockchains as we continue to improve our
accessibility across different platforms.
Community developers can implement their own contracts and connect them to the
reactor, instantly supplying them with R3FI rewards to redistribute within their
contract.
The reactor is powered by and distributes R3FI tokens, the governance and reward
token of the Recharge ecosystem. You can mint RCORE by feeding the reactor R3FI
tokens, representing your share of R3FI tokens locked within. You can freely trade or
even stake your RCORE tokens, you can also burn them to recover the underlying
R3FI tokens.
This gives you the possibility to contribute to Recharge’s growth with no risk as your
R3FI is instantly available if needed, it also adds a new market to the ecosystem as
you can continue to use or trade RCORE on DEXs.

R3FI

The Reactor runs on R3FI, you can
choose to fuel it by swapping your R3FI
for RCORE, a new token with its own
benefits, that represents your shares
within the reactor.
The more R3FI tokens locked into the
reactor, the higher the output yield
powering the Recharge ecosystem.
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RCORE
A 1:1 representation of your share of
R3FI within the reactor. RCORE is
created or burnt whenever R3FI is
added or removed.
RCORE allows you to participate in
boosting the underlying yield of the
platform while retaining ownership of
your R3FI tokens.

TOKENOMICS
RCORE is a 1:1 representation of the R3FI token locked within the reactor.
It allows you to contribute to the ecosystem while retaining possession of your R3FI
tokens and offers you an alternate reward mechanism to counter the loss of passive
yield from your R3FI tokens fueling the reactor core.
One of the first benefits for RCORE holders will be rewards from our upcoming
EarnLP feature. Our take on a sustainable and rewarding alternative
to restrictive autoLP features. Instead of “burning” LP tokens,
they will be locked up and gradually released to
RCORE stakers.
LP tokens awarded to RCORE stakers can
then be staked within our LP reward pools
to provide a constantly

RCORE
the
perfect
compliment to
R3FI.

growing reward for token
holders.

By swapping part of your R3FI into RCORE, you
are helping build the future Recharge ecosystem while
retaining full ownership of your tokens and receiving an
alternate source of rewards.

• 1:1 backed by R3FI tokens.
• Each reactor can only issue 1,000,000 RCORE.
• No lock-in, convert to and from RCORE at anytime.
• RCORE does not earn passive yield rewards but can be staked/
traded as any other ERC20 token.
• Each blockchain will run its own reactor and supply of RCORE (1:1 to
R3FI, there will only ever be 5 million R3FI/RCORE in circulation
across all blockchains).
• RCORE does not replace R3FI but allows holders to receive
rewards from different sources.
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